Fire Bottle Discharge

P R O V E N

Quality, Dependability and Reliability
You know and respect the AvtechTyee product line. And through is acquisition of West Coast Specialties (WCS),
Avtech has added a new dimension of custom electro-mechanical control and lighted display products for the
aerospace industry. With its experience and resources, AvtechTyee can provide turnkey solutions – producing
the product you need quickly and cost-effectively.

Fire Bottle Discharge
You need designs you can rely on in emergency situations, with essential safeguards to prevent accidental discharge or engine shut down.
With AvtechTyee’s proven experience developing solutions for business jet, commercial, and military aircraft, you can choose from a variety of off-the-shelf or
custom solutions for fire bottle discharge controls, ranging from guarded push
button switches to heavy-duty electro-mechanical designs.
Typical applications include Business Jet, Regional Airliner and Military aircraft.
• Sunlight readable, dead-front hidden legends available in standard
aviation colors
• LED or incandescent illumination with self-contained power supply, circuit
protections and driver circuitry
• NVIS compatible lighting available
• Pull to arm, rotate to activate and other mechanisms available
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The 380 series fire switch is utilized on the C17 Military cargo aircraft. The 380 features an
integrated NVIS green and standard white panel
floodlight. The handle is pulled out to “ARM” and
rotated left or right to discharge the fire bottles.

The 378 series fire switch was designed for the
Douglas MD-80 aircraft and on other commercial aircraft platforms. The 378 handle has been
utilized as a firewall cutoff switch and fire bottle
firing mechanism for engines and auxiliary power
units.

The 44607 fire switch is designed for the BA-609
aircraft. The 44607 features a pull to arm mechanism, and a fire bottle discharge by rotating the
handle 30 degrees to the left or right.

The 44640 fire switch is designed for the Raytheon
Hawker Horizon aircraft. The 44640 comes in versions for left and right engine (L, R) and features a
pull to arm mechanism, and the ability to fire two
fire bottles by rotating left for #1, to right for #2
bottle.

The 481 series is an 8-pole alternate action switch
assembly designed for the Dornier 328 aircraft.
The switch guard locks the button from being
pushed until it is lifted up to a detent position.
The switch is activated by pushing the button in
.10”. Once released, the button activates the electro-mechanical switch to activate the circuit. The
481 switch has been utilized for APU fire bottle
and Cargo area fire suppression systems.

